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Multiple Intelligences in Gifted and Talented Education: Lessons Learned from
Neuroscience after 35 Years
C. Branton Shearer

ABSTRACT
5 Multiple intelligences (MI) theory was one of the first modern theories of intelligence to be based

on neural evidence. The relationship between creativity and intelligence has been a matter of
debate as has the role of MI theory in gifted education. An extensive array of neuroscience
evidence is reviewed as it pertains to the validity of MI theory. Data are presented that describe
neural architectures for a proposed new category of Cognitive Qualities that includes Creative

10 Cognition, Esthetic Judgement, and Insight/Intuition. The implications for understanding the
minds of gifted individuals with the goal of personalizing instruction to maximize achievement
and life development are reviewed. Five key principles drawn from educational cognitive neu-
roscience are proposed as guidelines for using MI theory to enhance instruction and inspire
curriculum design to account for the unique cognitive qualities of gifted and talented individuals.
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15 The year 2018 marked the 35th anniversary of the
publication of Frames of Mind (1983) where Howard
Gardner described a wide range of evidence supporting
his contention that human intelligence is most accu-
rately described as multiple rather than singular. This

20 proposition was met with a chorus of critics from the
educational psychology community along with a wave
of enthusiasm from teachers around the world that
continues to the present day (Chen, Moran, &
Gardner, 2009).

25 The field of gifted education has had a contentious
relationship with the theory of multiple intelligences
(Matthews, 1988; Sternberg, 1985, 1994; White & Breen,
1998; Willard-Holt & Holt, 1997). Critics cite a lack of
empirical, experimental evidence (Herrnstein & Murray,

30 1994; McGreal, 2013; Sternberg, 1996); complain that it
took away the privileged position of general intelligence
from the identification of gifted individuals (Delisle,
1996); and suggest that it promotes merely Edutainment
and learning styles-based instruction rather than enhan-

35 cing the development of real abilities (Callahan,
Tomlinson, Moon, Tomchin, & Plucker, 1995; Fasko,
2000; White & Breen, 1998). Assessing the MI profiles
of students for possible inclusion in gifted programs has
also been problematic due to the lack of performance tests

40 with psychometric validity (Callahan et al., 1995;
Gottfredson, 1989Q3 ; Stefanakis, 2002).

Gardner theorized that the emerging field of cogni-
tive neuroscience with established literature in

cognitive psychology offered support for multiple
45ways of processing (or frames) through which indivi-

duals find meaning; and, from that postulation
Gardner’s multiple intelligences provided categoriza-
tion of behavior-based indicators as distinct alternatives
for thinking and problem-solving. The lack of common

50definitions and modes of operation in the learning
communities with those of cognitive neuroscience
appeared to some a bridge too far to transverse in the
1990s (Bruer, 1997). Although Bruer suggested that
cognitive psychology could be an effective middle

55ground given the then paucity of neuroscience literacy
among educators. In 2016, Horvath and Donaghue
revisited Bruer’s argument and argued that the most
difficult area remaining to substantiate of four pro-
posed areas (prescriptive, conceptual, functional, and

60diagnostic) was that of prescription—what educators
might do to facilitate learning, especially learning
among high ability individuals.

Meanwhile, MI enthusiasts continue to alter lesson
plans, re-envision curriculum and design whole schools

65inspired by the multiple intelligences to serve all stu-
dents as well as the gifted and talented (Armstrong,
2011; Campbell & Campbell, 1999; Hoerr, Boggeman,
& Wallach, 2010). Gifted educators cite its usefulness
for expanding the diversity, range, and number of stu-

70dents to be qualified for educational enrichment pro-
grams (Reid & Romanoff, 1997). Research shows that
high ability individuals are very diverse in their
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cognitive profiles and educational needs. They range
from the classic very high IQ to the wildly creative

75 thinker to the twice exceptional where learning disabil-
ities are concomitant with high ability (Gilger & Hynd,
2008).

Educators have shown great creativity in devising
lessons that are inspired by the multiple intelligences

80 to serve cognitive diversity in their classrooms (Hoerr
et al., 2010). Of course, the linguistic and logical math-
ematical intelligences (associated with general intelli-
gence) are essential elements in the academic
curriculum well suited to students selected for their

85 high IQ scores. Also associated with school success
are the interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences
that are sometimes found lacking for high ability stu-
dents. Not typically associated with high ability are the
kinesthetic, visual-spatial, and naturalist intelligences

90 (see Supplemental Information #11). But, of course,
there are exceptions. For example, Rhodes Scholars
are selected for their “well-rounded” abilities academi-
cally and kinesthetically. Research has found mixed
results regarding the relationship between academic

95 success and musical intelligence as evidenced by parti-
cipation in student orchestras, band, and vocal activ-
ities (Cox & Stephens, 2006; Hetland & Winner, 2001).
The importance of visual thinking for both creativity
and success in the sciences has been highlighted by the

100 extensive research of the Root-Bernstein and Root-
Bernstein (2003a, 2003b, 2012).

A goal yet to be realized for MI implementation is
the design of personalized instruction to maximize the
growth and well-being of high ability individuals

105 regardless of their unique cognitive potentials. This is

the focus of the research program described here fol-
lowing the guidance of Howard Gardner who cited
personalization as the number one goal for using MI
theory, “Schools should take seriously the unique MI

110profiles of students and make efforts to personalize
their instruction” (Gardner, 1983, 1993). Gardner is
not alone in advocating for this idea. Cognitive neuros-
cientists Haier and Jung write, “[N]ot all brains think
the same way. This simple fact could be revolutionary

115for education because it demands a neuroscience
approach that recognizes the importance of individual
differences and the necessity to evaluate each student as
an individual” (2008, p. 174).

This is not a simple task given the diversity and
120complexity of the gifted mind at the physical level,

not to mention wide differences in their social-
emotional and cultural situations (Weinfeld, Barnes-
Robinson, Jeweler, & Shevitz, 2002). Successful efforts
will require sophisticated models that account for great

125cognitive complexity that can also be translated into
practical interventions. The worldwide acclaim for MI
theory suggests that this model of intelligence may be
a good educational vehicle for this endeavor. However,
doubts about the scientific validity and efficacy of MI

130theory limit its acceptance and adoption by traditional
educational institutions (Plucker & Callahan, 2014).

A unique feature of MI theory is that it was one of
the first contemporary models of intelligence based on
neuroscience evidence reviewed by Gardner. This evi-

135dence has not been comprehensively reevaluated since
1983, until recently when over 500 neuroscience reports
were systematically reviewed (Shearer & Karanian,
2017). Five investigations used a wisdom of the field

Figure 1.Q2 Highlighted neural regions associated with general intelligence and cognitive qualities.
Comparisons between neural regions for general intelligence and cognitive qualities. This illustration clearly shows how these capacities are
represented in activation patterns that have both shared and unique neural regions. Noteworthy differences are for Motor Cortex, Prefrontal
Cortex, among others.
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approach to gather insights from a wealth of neu-
140 roscience evidence matched to the cognitive compo-

nents of the multiple intelligences. The procedures
followed are described next.

Procedures

A robust scientific theory has both predictive power
145 and clear description of reality. The idea of multiple

intelligences is still evolving from framework to a fully
realized scientific theory. Many critics have questioned
its scientific basis and thus dismiss it as a guide to
inform instruction. This article addresses the scientific

150 bases for MI and its educational applications gleaned
from the neuroscience evidence for high ability indivi-
duals by addressing three questions:

(1) Does neuroscience evidence support MI theory
as a universal model of intelligence?

155 (2) Can MI theory describe a full range of cogni-
tive behaviors and preferences associated with
gifted and talented individuals?

(3) What are the educational implications from
neuroscience for the personalization of

160 instruction?

This commentary represents my conclusions from
30 years of MI-related practice, validation of an MI
assessment in multiple cultures around the world and
a systematic review of the neuroscience evidence
(Shearer, 2007, 2009a; Shearer & Karanian, 2017).

165 Does neuroscience evidence support MI theory as
a universal model of intelligence?

Since its inception, the validity of MI theory has been
questioned by traditional psychologists because it is not
based on experimental data using standard tests

170 (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; Waterhouse, 2006).
Gardner gathered data from a wide variety of scholarly
disciplines (e.g., psychometrics, anthropology, neu-
roscience, cognitive psychology, and more) rather
than large-scale statistics from standardized tests typi-

175 cally used in the study of general intelligence. While
there are no short-answer-to-short-question tests for
MI, there exists a sizable number of brain studies that
measure core skills comprising each of the intelligences.
These studies are scattered among many neuroscientific

180 journals. This wealth of experimental data is inaccessi-
ble and baffling to non-neuroscientists—until recently
(Shearer, 2018; Shearer & Karanian, 2017)

Neuroscientists most often study discrete neural
regions and narrow questions as appropriate to the

185lab, but for broader, practical applications we need to
assemble many pieces to determine if there is
a coherent “picture.” Gifted educators have long been
interested in how neuroscience can illuminate how our
students think (Mrazik & Dombrowski, 2010) as well as

190educational implications (Kalbfleisch, 2008). The fol-
lowing synthesis supports evidence-based efforts to
understand best practices informed by MI theory as
a basis for the emerging field of educational cognitive
neuroscience. Neuroscientific research into human cog-

195nition provides an objective perspective on models of
intelligence as recommended by Plucker and Callahan
(2014) as a basis for the design of equitable gifted
education.

In my view, an interpretation of the neuroscience
200evidence now builds a coherent bridge between general

intelligence (g or IQ) and MI theory. Several key prin-
ciples can be extracted from this evidence to forge
powerful links between the neuroscience lab and the
hectic classroom (Shearer, 2018). The remainder of this

205article is based on this view, which may not be shared
by experts who do not have their feet planted as deeply
in the worlds of the MI-inspired classroom and the
cognitive neuroscience lab.

The first phase of this effort investigated the locali-
210zation of neural cognitive functions for each intelli-

gence. Analyses Q4of over 318 reports indicate that all
eight of the proposed intelligences possess coherent
neural architectures (Shearer & Karanian, 2017).
These clearly identifiable frameworks are comprised of

215structures with known cognitive correlates that are
well-aligned with the core components for each of the
multiple intelligences. The neural evidence for the mul-
tiple intelligences is as robust as the most widely
accepted neural models underpinning general intelli-

220gence. See the summary in Table 1.
The second phase investigated 417 studies examin-

ing the neural correlates for specific skill units within
each of seven intelligences (Naturalist not included due
to a paucity of data) (see Supplemental #4). Neural

225activation patterns demonstrate that each skill unit
has its own unique neural circuit as well as neural
structures shared with other skill units within its desig-
nated intelligence. In my view, these patterns of com-
monality and uniqueness provide a richly detailed

230neural architecture in support of MI theory as
a scientific model of human intelligences.

The third investigation examined the neural differ-
ences among groups of people of varying ability levels
for seven intelligences (Shearer, in press). This study of

235over 420 reports found that there are observable and
meaningful differences in the neural activation patterns
among groups with three levels of ability: skilled,
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typical, and impaired. These data show that there are
distinctive neural differences for each MI among ability

240 groups.
The fourth investigation addressed the question,

are there coherent neural systems associated with
each intelligence? This investigation focused on neu-
roscience studies of intrinsic, resting-state function-

245 ally connected (rsFC) neural networks. A review of
48 rsFC studies found seven to fifteen neural net-
works that are clearly aligned with each of the multi-
ple intelligences and with general intelligence
(Shearer, 2017a). These data indicate that the neural

250 regions with cognitive correlates associated with the
eight intelligences form coherent units as opposed to
random neural activations. Further, these form
a bridge between prescriptive and behavioral interests
of three audiences—scientists, cognitive psycholo-

255 gists, and educators of the gifted.
The fifth investigation, described later, compares

the neural architectures cited for general intelligence
with a proposed new category of Cognitive Qualities

associated with each of the multiple intelligences
260(Shearer, 2017b). This question is of particular

importance to understanding and describing the
unique cognitive profiles of gifted individuals. While
there are many tests for logical problem-solving,
skills such as insight, creativity, and esthetic judge-

265ment will go undeveloped if they are not recognized
and supported as valued aspects of one’s intelligence
profile.

Research experiments generate observable evi-
dence, but it is the responsibility of human research-

270ers to translate and interpret the data. In the
classroom, teachers explain to students what is of
most value in their textbooks and how it applies to
their lives. So, too, it is my goal to explore and
determine if and where there are meaningful inter-

275sections between MI theory, neural evidence, and
guidance for teachers and school administrators. It
is hoped that this synthesis will inspire educators to
explore new ways to recognize and guide gifted and
talented students.

Table 1. Multiple intelligences core cognitive units and dominant neural regions (Shearer & Karanian, 2017).
Intelligences Core Cognitive Units Primary Regions Sub-regions

Interpersonal - social perception
- interpersonal understanding
- social effectiveness
- leadership

Frontal
Temporal
Cingulate
Parietal

Medial-Temporal
Amygdala
Dorsolateral PFC
Anterior Cingulate
Superior Temporal Sulcus

Intrapersonal - self-awareness
- self-regulation
- executive functions
- self-other management

Frontal
Cingulate
Temporal
Parietal
Subcortical

Prefrontal-Cortex
Anterior Cingulate
Dorsomedial PFC
Lateral Prefrontal
Ventromedial

Logical-Mathematical - mathematical reasoning
- logical reasoning

Frontal
Parietal
Temporal

Prefrontal
Intraparietal Sulcus
Inferior Parietal Lobule

Linguistic - speech
- reading
- writing
- multimodal communication of meaning

Temporal
Frontal
Parietal

Superior Temporal Gyrus
Inferior Frontal Gyrus
Broca’s Area
Posterior Inferior Frontal Gyrus

Spatial - spatial cognition
- working with objects
- visual arts
- spatial navigation

Frontal
Parietal
Temporal
Occipital

Premotor Cortex
Motor Cortex
Medial Temporal
Prefrontal

Musical - music perception
- music and emotions
- music production

Frontal
Temporal
Subcortical
Cerebellum

Superior Temporal Gyrus
Primary Auditory Cortex
Premotor Cortex
Basal Ganglia
Supplementary Motor

Kinesthetic - body awareness/control
- whole body movement
- dexterity
- symbolic movement

Frontal
Parietal
Subcortical
Cerebellum

Motor Cortex
Primary Motor Cortex
Premotor Cortex
Basal Ganglia

Naturalist - pattern cognition
- understanding living entities
- understanding animals
- understanding plant life
- science

Temporal
Subcortical

Superior Temporal Sulcus
Amygdala
Brainstem
Thalamus
Midbrain
Basal Ganglia

Eight forms of intelligence are described by Gardner with several core cognitive components per intelligence. Each intelligence (as well as constituent
components) are aligned with specific patterns of neural activation in regions both large and small. Displayed above are the most frequently cited neural
regions and not the full list of citations from the literature. Intelligence is a complex idea that is represented by the diversity of neural structures cited for
each intelligence.
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280 Can MI theory describe a full range of cognitive
behaviors and preferences associated with gifted
and talented individuals?

The relationship between intelligence and creativity has
long been a matter of debate and controversy and of

285 importance to the identification of gifted students
(Sternberg, 1999). The definition of intelligence
embedded in MI theory, [T]he ability to solve problems
or create products that are valued in a culture or commu-
nity (Gardner, 1983, 1993), includes divergent thinking,

290 practical problem-solving and creative endeavors not
typically associated with the logical reasoning of general
intelligence. The goal of the present investigation is to
examine the neural architectures for a proposed new
category of Cognitive Qualities (CQ) that includes

295 Creative Cognition, Esthetic Judgement, and Insight/
Intuition. It is proposed that these Cognitive Qualities
are behavioral expressions for each of the eight intelli-
gences that are processed by coherent neural systems.

A systematic, multi-methods review of the
300 neuroscientific literature

This investigation began with a detailed review of the
various cognitive units and specific skills associated with
g, the eight intelligences, and their Cognitive Qualities
(CQ). For example, Creative Cognition includes three spe-

305 cific skills: divergent thinking,mental flexibility, and origin-
ality. As an example, musical intelligence operationally

describes skills such as instrumental innovation, vocal
musicality, compositional innovation, and esthetic and cri-
tical appreciation. The ability sets for each of the eight

310intelligences includes logical skill (g) as well as creative
performance (e.g., musical notation and jazz improvisa-
tion) so the review of musical neuroscience studies would
ideally be inclusive of this range of abilities. Charts were
constructed for the eight intelligences, g and CQ with rows

315for MI Cognitive Units and columns for matched Neural
Structures and Cognitive Skills (see g and CQ in Table 2;
sample chart in Supplemental Information #3.

Using the terms related to each Cognitive Unit or
Specific Skill, PubMed and Google Scholar were used to

320search for published, peer-reviewed, empirical neu-
roscience studies (see Table 2). The goal was to identify
a minimum of three to five studies per major skill area.
Studies of personality characteristics or dispositions were
not included (e.g., introversion, diligence, etc.). Theoretical

325articles or books were used mainly for background infor-
mation. Several extensive meta-analysis and topic reviews
served as guides for finding pertinent studies in the target
area.

Excerpts from experiments that describe neural struc-
330tures underpinning carefully defined cognitive skills were

entered into charts per CognitiveUnit. The next stepwas to
review the data charts and harmonize the various neural
descriptors according to standard neural anatomical termi-
nology (Supplemental #3). These lists were then organized

335according to eight main brain regions, four levels of sub-

Table 2. General intelligence and cognitive qualities definitions.
Ability/Cognitive Units Neural citations

General Intelligence Definition/Specific Skills/Search Terms # of Studies Primary Regions Sub-Regions Multi-Regions

“g” A general, amodal processing capability
- To understand complex ideas
- To adapt to the environment
- To reason logically and learn from experience

24 100 123 47

Analytical IQ - Fluid Intelligence
- Executive Functions
- Analytical/Causal Reasoning
- Working Memory
- Spatial Problem-solving

Verbal IQ - Verbal long-term memory
- Meta-linguistic, prosodic, and phonological processing

Cognitive Qualities # of Studies Primary Regions Sub-Regions Multi-Regions

Creative Cognition - Divergent thinking
- Mental flexibility
- Originality

40 185 253 79

Insight/Intuition - Insightful problem solving
- Intuition: hunches, insights
- Spontaneous understanding: ah-ha
- Inspired solutions

5 59 88 3

Esthetic Judgement - Esthetic experience, immersion and emotional engagement
- Appraisal, evaluation of beauty and artistic qualities
- Interpretation of meaning and artistic merits
- Appreciation, pleasure and liking

13 79 116 24

Theoretical/Reviews 12

Definitions for various cognitive various abilities investigated are posted in column two. The number of studies used for analyses are listed in column three.
Columns four through six list the number of citations identified for primary, sub-regions and multi-regions in the brain.
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regions, andmulti-regions. Primary regionswere defined as
frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital, subcortical, cingulate,
cerebellum, and insular. Citations for each category were
then tallied. Frontal cortex was the most frequently cited

340 primary region, so it was deemed necessary to determine if
the eight intelligences (along with g and CQ) activated it
differentially.

The following analysis summarizes highlights from
an extensive dataset. First, the neural data for general

345 intelligence and Cognitive Qualities are compared. The
neural bases for each CQ dimension are presented
along with a brief discussion of their relationships to
the eight intelligences.

Results

350 Neural data were gathered in four levels of comparison:
primary regions, sub-regions, multi-regions, and the
frontal cortex. Only the highlights for the dominant
neural regions are described here. The general intelli-
gence literature review identified 24 studies testing the

355 neural aspects of analytical thinking and verbal intelli-
gence. From these studies were gleaned 100 citations
for primary regions, 123 for sub-regions, and 47 for
specific frontal structures. The Cognitive Qualities lit-
erature review identified 70 investigations into the

360 neural aspects of creative thinking, insight, and neuro-
esthetics. From these studies were gleaned 323 citations
for primary regions, 457 for sub-regions, and 204 for
specific frontal structures (see Table 2).

Comparing general intelligence (g) to cognitive
365 qualities (CQ)

Cognitive Qualities shares with general intelligence its
three highest primary regions but their order and mag-
nitude are distinctly different–frontal, temporal and
parietal (see bold in Table 3). The cingulate cortex is

370of moderate importance to both areas. General intelli-
gence is dominated by frontal and parietal regions
while CQ has stronger frontal (39% vs. 33%) and par-
ietal has about half the number of citations for CQ than
for g (16% and 33%, respectively). The subcortical

375region is of moderate importance to Cognitive
Qualities (10%) but is inconsequential for general intel-
ligence (1%).

The remaining four regions are modestly repre-
sented for Cognitive Qualities (ranging from 3% to

3808%) but negligible for general intelligence (1% to 4%).
This dispersion of CQ capacities among a variety of
neural regions may reflect the wider range of skills
associated with its three cognitive domains.

A review of the neural configurations for general
385intelligence and Cognitive Qualities reveals areas of

neural commonality as well as regions of activation
that are unique to each. As expected, the citations for
general intelligence include a predominance of neural
regions that are associated with cognitive functions

390such as calculations, logical reasoning, language, and
metacognition. Most notable for Cognitive Qualities are
the numerous citations for physical awareness and
motor movement that are not cited for g. Also of parti-
cular interest are CQ citations for the basal ganglia and

395striatum, which are noted to be involved with rewards
and emotional/cognitive processing (see Table 4).

Esthetic judgement, creative cognition and insight/
intuition: cognitive qualities compared

The results of the literature review identified 40 studies of
400Creative Cognition, 5 studies of Insight/Intuition, and 13

investigations into Esthetic Judgement (see Table 2). The
following analysis compares primary neural regions for the
three CQ dimensions (see Table 5). Detailed data analysis
for sub-regions and multi-regions are available from the

405author.

Table 3. Primary neural region comparisons for general intelligence and cognitive qualities.
General Intelligence and Cognitive Qualities Primary Region Comparisons

General Intelligence Cognitive Qualities

Primary Region ct % Primary Region ct %

Frontal Cortex 33 33.00 Frontal Cortex 127 39.32
Parietal Cortex 33 33.00 Temporal Cortex 53 16.41
Temporal Cortex 15 15.00 Parietal Cortex 45 13.93
Cingulate Cortex 12 12.00 Subcortical 31 9.60
Occipital Cortex 4 4.00 Cingulate Cortex 27 8.36
Insular Cortex 1 1.00 Occipital Cortex 17 5.26
Subcortical 1 1.00 Cerebellum 12 3.72
Cerebellum 1 1.00 Insular Cortex 11 3.41
Sum 100 Sum 323

Bold Shaded = shared highest neural regions. Ct = count of citations. The frequency of primary neural regions cited are listed in descending order.
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Creative cognition

Creativity is the most highly studied Cognitive
Quality with 517 citations for neural correlates from
forty studies. Creativity is dominated by three pri-

410 mary regions. Frontal citations are the highest at 39%
with temporal and parietal nearly tied in second and
third places (19% and 17%, respectively). These three
regions form its dominant triad. There are half as
many citations for cingulate and subcortical regions

415 at the moderate level (8% and 7%, respectively).

Esthetic judgement

Thirteen studies were identified for Esthetic
Judgement including 219 neural citations. The pat-
tern of neural activation for the highest primary

420regions (frontal and temporal highest) is similar to
what is observed for Creativity except that subcor-
tical is in third place at 15%, which is twice as
much as Creativity (7%). Parietal at 11% is in
fourth place for Esthetic Judgement and is some-

425what lower than for Creativity but nearly equal to
Insight.

Insight/intuition

Insight is the least studied of Cognitive Qualities with
only five studies and 150 citations. Most notable about

430Insight is the primary region dominance of frontal
citations (44%) over all other regional activations (ran-
ging from 1% to 14%). In a distant second place is
cingulate at 14%, which is higher than both Creative

Table 5. Primary regions comparisons for cognitive qualities dimensions.
Primary Regions for Cognitive Qualities Dimensions

Esthetic ct % Creative ct % Insight/Intuitions ct %

Frontal Cortex 29 37 Frontal Cortex 72 39 Frontal Cortex 26 44
Temporal Cortex 13 16 Temporal Cortex 35 19 Cingulate Cortex 8 14
Subcortical 12 15 Parietal Cortex 29 17 Parietal Cortex 7 12
Parietal Cortex 9 11 Cingulate Cortex 15 8 Subcortical 6 10
Occipital Cortex 7 8 Subcortical 13 7 Temporal Cortex 5 8
Cingulate Cortex 4 5 Cerebellum 8 4 Occipital~ Cortex 3 5
Insular Cortex 4 5 Occipital Cortex 7 4 Cerebellum 3 5
Cerebellum 1 1 Insular Cortex 6 3 Insular Cortex 1 1
Totals 79 185 59

Bold = common to all three units; Ital = common to Creative and Insight. Ct = citation count. Primary neural regions are listed in descending order to
highlight regions that are shared and unique to each Cognitive Quality.

Table 4. Neural regions in common and unique to general intelligence (g) and Cognitive Qualities (CQ).
Neural Regions in Common and Unique to General Intelligence (g) and Cognitive Qualities (CQ)

Neural Level Unique to g Unique to CQ
g and CQ
in common

Primary Parietal Subcortical Frontal
Cingulate Occipital Temporal

Parietal
SubRegions Inferior Parietal Lobule Motor cortex Prefrontal

Supramarginal Gyrus Basal Ganglia Inferior Frontal Gyrus
Angular Gyrus Dorsolateral PFC Superior Parietal Lobule
Anterior Cingulate Cortex Striatum
Broca’s Area Medial PFC
Posterior Inferior Frontal Gyrus Medial Temporal Lobule
Posterior Parietal Cortex
Superior Temporal Gyrus
Posterior Cingulate Cortex

Frontal Lateral PFC Medial PFC PFC
Posterior IFG Orbitofrontal Dorsolateral PFC
Broca’s Area Premotor Cortex Inferior Frontal Gyrus

Primary Motor Cortex
Superior Frontal Gyrus
Middle Frontal Gyrus
Supplementary Motor Area
Frontal Eye Fields

Multi-Region 9 regions with 1 cite per region 20 regions w/40 cites Default Mode Network
Default Mode Network Limbic System
Parietotemporal Cortex
Temporoparietal Junction
Occipitoparietal Cortex
Limbic System

Highlights of neural citations. This table provides more detailed information regarding the unique and shared neural regions between general intelligence and
Cognitive Qualities. PFC = Prefrontal Cortex; IFG = Inferior Frontal Gyrus.
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and Esthetic, 8% and 5%, respectively. Cingulate, par-
435 ietal and subcortical follow frontal and are all in the

same approximate range as for Insight: 14%, 12% and
10%, respectively.

Summary discussion

The neural regions uniquely associated with the pro-
440 posed Cognitive Qualities highlight the importance of

mental flexibility integrated with physical awareness,
emotional expression, and visual attention. These con-
nections among physicality, executive functions, and
cognitive flexibility associated with the use of abstract

445 rules to perform specific tasks may well be a defining
feature of the proposed Cognitive Qualities. These find-
ings are reminiscent of colloquial expressions that
associate nonanalytical knowledge with the body, for
eample, a felt sense, knowing something by heart, fol-

450 lowing gut instincts, and feeling something physically
in your bones (see explanation by Johnson, 2013Q5 ).

Cognitive qualities: three dimensions

The results of the neural analysis for the three
Cognitive Qualities reveals a pattern of commonalities

455 and uniqueness that suggest they are related yet distinct
constructs. All three dimensions have the frontal region
as their highest. Esthetic and Creative are most alike in
their two highest primary neural regions: frontal and
temporal.

460 Insight is unique for the dominance of frontal with
all other regions falling far behind. The temporal region
is often noted for its role in processing both language
and consolidation of memories so it is interesting that
its importance to Insight is much less than for Esthetic

465 or Creative cognition. Is an insight actually beyond
words? There isn’t enough neural evidence to answer
this question with confidence because only five studies
of Insight were reviewed. However, inclusion of the
superior parietal lobule among its highest subregions

470 is of particular interest because this region includes the
precuneus. The precuneus is associated with episodic
memory, consciousness, and self-knowledge as one of
the core structures in the default mode network
(Cavanna & Trimble, 2006).

475 Esthetic Judgement activates subcortical structures
along with the frontal and temporal regions suggesting
the role of emotions, motor movements and other
physical awareness activities in this Cognitive Quality.
The addition of these functions to frontal and temporal

480 activations shows a deep connection between the body
and abstract thought involved in the making of esthetic
judgements. This conclusion is reinforced with the

appearance of the limbic system and default mode net-
work among the highest multi-regions. The fourth

485highest primary region is the parietal suggesting also
the role of visual-spatial mental processing as an
important element in the process of Esthetic
Judgement.

Creative Cognition has the highest number of cita-
490tions for the parietal region and the default mode net-

work than the other two dimensions. The parietal
cortex is also cited among several of the multi-regions
indicating the importance of inter-regional communi-
cation combined with self-introspection and the mental

495manipulation of visual information. This is an intri-
guing mix of abilities focusing on both internal self-
awareness and the management of visual information
or objects. Cognitive behavior also evident in the neural
configuration for Creative Cognition is mental flexibil-

500ity associated with kinesthetic performance linked to
complex planning and meaning making.

In my view, neuroscience evidence now reveals
a neural bridge between IQ-type academic skills and
the eight intelligences—linguistic and logical-

505mathematical (most closely related to academic
achievement) and interpersonal and intrapersonal
(also associated with school success). The four nonaca-
demic intelligences (musical, visual-spatial, kinesthetic,
and naturalist) each have their logical, problem-solving

510dimensions as well as the three Cognitive Qualities. For
example, spatial intelligence is used logically by
mechanics to fix and assemble objects (step by step
analysis). Visual-spatial is also a key skill for visual
artists such as painters and sculptors but they employ

515a different set of cognitive qualities to create unique,
evocative, and esthetically pleasing objects. Mental ima-
gery is also often noted as the vehicle for our intuitions
and insights. Again, insights into the links between
visual intelligence, creativity and scientific thinking

520are well documented by Root-Bernstein and Root-
Bernstein (2003b).

In sum, the evidence from a diverse array of neu-
roscience experiments indicate that each of the multiple
intelligences have clear and coherent neural architec-

525tures. These networks support cognitive skills asso-
ciated with both general intelligence and the kinds of
divergent thinking observed in daily life.

An intelligence is more comprehensive than a mere
“ability” in scope and complexity of skills, ranging from

530basic information processing to the highest levels of
human achievement. Each intelligence can be mapped
onto Bloom’s Taxonomy from knowledge to synthesis
and analysis (Bloom, 1956). Gardner defines an intelli-
gence as a “bio-social” entity that is expressed within

535a specific culture and, thus, neural descriptions for MI
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may best be viewed as simply neural frameworks rather
than as complete models of intelligence.

What are the educational implications for the
personalization of instruction?

540 Of importance to the teachers of gifted and talented
students is the question, So what? How can I use this
information to engage students and maximize their
achievement and life success? How can insights into
brain processes enhance what I do in the classroom?

545 This is not an easy question to answer, despite the
proliferation of “neuro-myths” that offer quick and
easy solutions to complex problems. In fact, there is an
emerging field called educational cognitive neuroscience
dedicated to bridging between the brain lab and the

550 hectic classroom (Schwartz, 2015). Unfortunately, neu-
roscientists speak a very different language than do
teachers, so we are engaged in a long-term project to
merge these disciplines. The question in my mind is,
How can each of the multiple intelligences serve as

555 “levers” to personalize important cognitive processes
underlying learning such as attention, memory, motiva-
tion, creative cognition, problem solving, and under-
standing (Chen, Krechevsky, & Viens, 1998; Kagan &
Kagan, 1998; Kornhaber, Fierros, & Veenema, 2004)?

560 How can we best employ these cognitive “levers”
specifically for gifted students with unique problems
and potentials? How can we avoid the vacuous use of
MI as mere “edutainments … (that) result in little more
than quick fixes and poor substitution for the lack of

565 ground in foundational skills” (White & Breen, 1998,
p. 17). I find it helpful to frame this large question in
three steps: awareness, acceptance, and ultimately,
implementation. First, simply being aware of the
unique MI cognitive profiles of the student is a great

570 starting place. Second, it is very important to accept
these unique characteristics as being of some impor-
tance and value to life and academic success. Finally, we
can actively use the identified MI strengths to maximize
success and manage limitations. Schools that rush to

575 implementation without sufficient awareness and
acceptance are doomed to failure or their efforts will
be short-lived, leaving in their wake the attitude, “Well,
we tried MI but it didn’t work.” This is the “pop
psychology” prescription for failure that neuroscientists

580 work very hard to avoid (and is completely against the
premise underlying Frames of Mind).

Five key principles from neuroscience can guide our
interventions with gifted individuals to promote well-
being and achievement. These principles are briefly

585 sketched below. Extensive educational applications are
available from the author. This process begins by

establishing a “culture of learning” that sets the stage
for highly engaged learners.

Key idea 1: creating a multiple intelligences-inspired
590learning culture

[T]he brain and its neuronal activity must be consid-
ered a hybrid of both biological and social influences.
In other words, our brains are biosocial. The brain is
a relational organ that bridges the gap between the

595biological world of the organism and the social world
of the environment and its culture (Han et al., 2013,
p. 352).

Academically gifted and talented students have
unique needs because their advanced abilities (and lim-

600itations, in whatever domains) can leave them vulner-
able to being misunderstood and not “fitting in.” All
living things require the proper culture of embedded-
ness in which to thrive. The human brain is no differ-
ent. The MI perspective can help teachers to see the

605value of a particular student regardless of their cultural
background. MI is based on cross-cultural evidence that
provides many “hooks” to engage all students’ attention
and emotional engagement. This engagement process
begins by simply acknowledging that we each have our

610unique profile of MI history, preferences, and potential
for perspectives. The language of MI can be used to
advantage when communicating with culturally differ-
ent students and their families. Teachers are active
creators of a “learning culture” where values, beliefs,

615and ideas are invisible but powerful forces. The first
step is to acknowledge and value each of the multiple
intelligences. This sends a powerful message to gifted
learners as well as their families. The second principle
adds powerful nuance to our understanding of how

620each student expresses their particular strengths (and
limitations)—every human brain is unique.

Key idea 2: every brain is unique—activate strengths,
support limitations!

[N]euroimaging studies clearly show that patterns of
625brain activation and structure vary in systematic ways

between individuals differing in working memory and
other higher cognitive abilities. Both experience and
genetic factors may contribute to such individual dif-
ferences … has implications for human performance

630(Parasuraman & Jiang, 2012, p. 70).

Key aspects of this concept are that strengths need to be
activated to promote achievement and limitations need
to be supported. We know that no two brains are wired
in exactly the same way (even for identical twins) so

635each student will experience our classroom tasks differ-
ently. This might feel overwhelming to teachers, but MI
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theory gives us a language and framework to keep two
ideas in mind for the health of our gifted students: (a)
promote strengths development publicly and at every

640 opportunity; and (b) use strengths to manage limita-
tions. The goal of an MI assessment (see below) is to
accurately describe both strengths as well as limitations
(nobody’s perfect!). This is especially important for
talented students who may feel pressure to be “perfect”

645 or even to reduce achievement in order to “fit in.”
When academically advanced students (high logical-
mathematical or linguistic) understand that other stu-
dents may not share their academic gifts but can excel
in other intelligence areas that are very important, this

650 helps them to feel more comfortable and less “differ-
ent”–we all have unique brains.

There are a variety of MI assessments available
(Maker, Nielson, & Rogers, 1994; Stefanakis, 2002),
but it is important that there is evidence of validity

655 and reliability if the instrument is to be more than
a “quick fix” with a limited shelf life. Every assessment
is employed to answer a question or provide useful
information so selecting the right tool for the specific
task at hand is essential. Research validating

660 a standardized MI assessment (Shearer, 2007) shows
promise as a tool to understand the cognitive and
neural differences among individuals across the life-
span. This assessment may also provide a practical
bridge between neuroscientists and educators because

665 initial studies have aligned its many subscales with
specific neural regions. This holds the promise of
becoming a neurocognitive screening instrument for
use in both classrooms and during cognitive
remediation.

670 Key idea 3: know thyself—to thine own self be true
“Intrapersonal intelligence involves the capacity to
understand oneself, to have an effective working
model of oneself—including one’s own desires, fears,
and capacities—and to use such information effectively

675 in regulating one’s own life” (Gardner, 1999, p. 43).
The core feature of intrapersonal intelligence is hav-

ing an accurate understanding of one’s strengths and
limitations and the successful management of both. The
ancient Greeks carved the words Know Thyself over the

680 entrance at Delphi where kings came seeking guidance
from the oracle. Neuroscientists are catching up with
this wisdom in their study of distinct functions of the
self, including: self-awareness, self-regulation, and
executive functions. The frontal lobes and cortical mid-

685 line structures (CMS) are known to be the core regions
for many self-functions that are associated with mental
health, creativity and general intelligence (Fair et al.,
2008; Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2007).

The cultivation of intrapersonal intelligence may well be
690one of the most important educational tasks that we can do

for gifted and talented students. High quality schoolsmight
call this “character building” but it is more than that.
Building intrapersonal intelligence involves making the
development of its cognitive, metacognitive and emotional

695components explicit aspects of our instruction and curri-
culum. Intrapersonal skills can be incorporated into every
subject matter to promote self-regulation and executive
functions associated with reflection, goal-setting, self-
evaluation, and self-correction. Self-knowledge is also

700a key factor in successful career selection that can be very
difficult for gifted individuals despite their high ability
(Shearer, 2009b; Shearer & Luzzo, 2009).

However, this is not just a cognitive activity.
Managing one’s self in relationship to the teacher,

705tasks, and learning situation also activates powerful
emotions, which may or may not be easy for the gifted
and talented student to manage. It depends upon each
students’ unique MI profile.

Key idea 4: embodied cognition and the emotional
710rudder—descartes was wrong!

The relationship between learning, emotion and body
state runs much deeper than many educators realize
and is interwoven with the notion of learning itself …
the original purpose for which our brains evolved was

715to manage our physiology, to optimize our survival,
and to allow us to flourish … emotions which play out
in the body and the mind, are profoundly intertwined
with thought. (Immordino-Yang & Damasio,
2007, p. 3)

720We have come a long way from the simplistic belief
that feelings can be separated from thinking. Emotions
are now recognized by neuroscientists as the “gate-
keepers” (or emotional rudders) for effective thought,
decision making, and judgement rather than as merely

725disrupters of logical reasoning (Damasio, 1999;
Murphy, Nimmo-Smith, & Lawrence, 2003). The
same principle holds true for physical movement. It is
not movement itself (or feelings) that disrupt math
class, but it is when they are unappreciated, unregulated

730and misdirected that problems can arise to short-circuit
thinking. Damasio and Immordino-Yang’s findings
present both challenges and opportunities for the
instruction of gifted and talented students (2007).

Stereotypes about gifted students paint them as either
735total klutzes; divorced from all feelings (think Dr. Spock);

oblivious to the feelings of others, or exquisitely sensitive
creatures who overreact to even the slightest stimulation.
There may be elements of truth in these extreme examples,
but I’msure there are plenty of gifted individuals in between

740whose feelings and need for movement go unrecognized.
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Simply because one has a superior verbalmemory (or logic)
does notmean that he or she can deeply understand how to
apply new concepts to their daily lives. Connecting learning
to feelings andmovement can be the levers that “move” the

745 knowledge from rote memory into effective action
(Immordino-Yang & Gotlieb, 2016).

Appreciating that the relationship between the body and
the mind is bi-directional and parallel, rather than just the
mind directing the body, offers the opportunity to max-

750 imize student engagement. It is also a great challenge.
Scientific discovery does not necessarily translate easily
into the “art of teaching.”Every interaction in the classroom
for a teacher is an act of improvisation. The curricular goals
may be the backbone of the lesson but guiding the muscles

755 toward those goals requires a different kind of training and
support. At root, it requires a mental model of students
beyond what the notion of IQ offers with its emphasis on
logical and linguistic abilities and everything else is of
secondary (or minor) importance.

760 If teachers only view students from the mountain of IQ,
their appreciation for and exploration of the meadows,
desert valleys, and prairies will be curtained. Bringing
movement into our classroom can, at first, appear to be
an invitation to get lost in the wilderness, but not when we

765 keep the KISS principle in mind—Keep It Sweet and
Simple. Small steps can make a big difference. This is
especially so at the beginning of a journeywith our students
when they truly understand that their feelings and the need
to move will be appreciated and guided as is appropriate to

770 the topic.
The challenge of implementing fine ideas from the

neuroscience lab is that they require human beings to
bring them to life in classrooms. Yes, we may think of
teachers as larger-than-life role models but just like

775 students they are working hard every day to make
sense of new information and how it pertains to The
Curricular Goals and Objectives. As powerful as feel-
ings and movement are to facilitate learning, they do
not exist in a vacuum. Teachers–just like the students–

780 are thinking, feeling, and doing things toward the larger
goal of making sense of the content in my life. This
leads us to Key Idea #5—Make it Mean Something!

Key idea 5: make it mean something!
“[F]eelings are influenced by powerful, subjective, cognitive

785 elaborations and cultural interpretations of bodily and
mental states in context. Unlike emotions, feelings are con-
scious and can sometimes become reportable. Feelings con-
tribute to self-narratives and meaning-making”
(Immordino-Yang & Gotlieb, 2016, p. 349; emphasis

790 added). This is the zone of learning where intrapersonal
(self-awareness) meets interpersonal (social-cultural)
awareness so that new skills and knowledge are forged in

a process that some call “deep learning.” From the neu-
roscience perspective, deep learning indicates there are

795long-lasting and structural changes in neural connectivity
among brain regions (Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson,
2015). Deep learning has many connotations for educators
who aspire to instill ethical principles in their students
(Gardner, Csikszentmihaly, & Damon, 2001); or develop

800creativity through arts-integrated instruction as well as
long-term memory for academic content (Hardiman,
JohnBull, Carran, & Shelton, 2019); or simply to enhance
student engagement and motivation (Blad, 2018).

Emotions and feelings are the essential rudders that
805guide students’ thinking as they create “self-narratives”

about their learning experiences (Immordino-Yang &
Gotlieb, 2016). These narratives should answer vital
questions such as: Is this information of only tempor-
ary and limited importance? Or, is it profoundly

810important and should I make the effort to rearrange
my thinking to accommodate the new information?

The multiple intelligences perspective helps us to
engage students who might otherwise be judged to be
difficult, resistive, or distracted. Gifted and talented

815students are often cited as being “deep thinkers” who
ponder the meaning of life itself. These can also be
challenging students who use their highly developed
logical skills to question everything. When recognized,
however, for these particular gifts such students can be

820guided to direct their “powerful thinking” into the
curricular objectives. Of interest here is the proposed
ninth intelligence, existential, which entails
a philosophical investigation into essential questions
of life (Gardner, 1999). While evidence supporting the

825existential intelligence is lacking at this time, there is no
doubt that it is an important human activity. It may
also be a key to engaging students who feel alone and
unrecognized in the world. When teachers embrace this
thoroughly human activity of meaning making, their

830relationship with gifted and talented students will
inspire enduring neural changes, practical ethics, long-
term memories, and strengthen students with heigh-
tened self-awareness.

Conclusion

835This research program used neuroscience evidence to
address three interrelated questions regarding teachers’
understanding of and educational strategies for gifted
and talented individuals. This wealth of evidence pro-
vides a basis for extracting key educational principles

840that guide the needed prescriptive statements between
the brain lab and the classroom.

The first broad question addressed the controversy
regarding the validity of multiple intelligences theory
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by examining an extensive range of neural evidence
845 from five different perspectives. In my view, when the

neural evidence is carefully matched to the core com-
ponents for each intelligence, they all display coherent
neural architectures. Plus, there are clearly delineated
neural bridges between g and MI (via the logical-

850 mathematical and linguistic intelligences) and these
neural frameworks are comparable with the most
widely accepted models for general intelligence (Jung
& Haier, 2007). Each intelligence can also be aligned
with Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956) from basic knowledge

855 to high levels of creation and analysis. Thus, to describe
MI and g as mutually exclusive models appears to be
more of a cultural preference rather than a conclusion
derived from the neuroscientific evidence. There are
important points of agreement that can serve as an

860 integrated and comprehensive model for educational
cognitive neuroscience. It is perfectly reasonable to
view MI theory as an effective interface between neu-
roscience and education. MI provides an evidence-
based platform to inspire personalized education plans

865 for gifted individuals so they may create meaningful
lives in a supportive community.

The second question investigated the neural bases for
three forms of Cognitive Qualities that are of particular
interest to our understanding of the minds of gifted and

870 talented individuals. A review of the neural evidence found
commonalities and uniqueness among g and the proposed
new category of Cognitive Qualities that are consistent with
theoretical expectations. A similar pattern was observed
among the three qualities—Creative Cognition, Esthetic

875 Judgement and Insight/Intuition; however, limited data
precludes wider conclusions.

The third investigation sketched five principles
regarding how neuroscience evidence informs the edu-
cational application of the multiple intelligences to

880 enhance learning and achievement. These principles
serve as practical building blocks bridging between the
neuroscience lab and the design of MI-inspired curri-
culum and instruction. These guidelines help educators
to avoid the error of using MI instruction in superficial

885 ways.
Taken together, these conclusions form a coherent fra-

mework to enhance our understanding of the unique cog-
nitive profiles and educational needs of gifted and talented
individuals informed by the multiple intelligences and

890 neuroscience evidence. Further collaborations among edu-
cators and neuroscientists using the “tools” provided byMI
theory will clarify how MI-inspired instruction can best
meet the needs of all high ability learners.

Limitations

895These analyses Q6focused on the Cognitive Qualities with
limited regard to their relationship within each of the
specific multiple intelligences due to insufficient data.
The same is true for the examination of Insight/
Intuition where more data is required. Future neuros-

900cientific tests of the multiple intelligences would benefit
from including emotional processing as a means to
better understand factors pertaining to motivation and
cognitive engagement to maximize learning.

It also must be noted that the larger number of
905citations in a data set does not necessarily show the

strength or importance that a particular neural region
plays in the processing of an intelligence or domain.
Instead, higher citation frequency indicates how much
confidence we can have that a region plays a role in that

910intelligence. The danger of this hybrid quantitative-
qualitative analysis is that the role of neural structures
with very few citations will be neglected or minimized.
Panels of experts in each of the intelligences could
guide more dynamic modeling of the neural processes

915underlying each intelligence and how these processes
vary for individuals at different ability levels.

To qualify as an intelligence2, each set of abilities has
to fare reasonably well in meeting eight criteria as
specified in Frames of Mind (1983, 1993, pp. 62–67):

9201. identifiable cerebral systems
2. evolutionary history and plausibility
3. core set of operations
4. meaning encoded in a symbol system
5. a distinct developmental history and mastery

9256. savants, prodigies, and exceptional people
7. evidence from experimental psychology
8. psychometric findings

Notes

1. The supplemental information providing elaborating
930on the insights in this article are available at this

site – http://www.miresearch.org/.
2. Definition: Intelligence is a biopsychological potential

to process information that can be activated in
a cultural setting to solve problems or create products

935that are of value in a culture. Intelligence Reframed,
(Gardner, 1999, p. 34).
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